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Introduction
A " floppy" triatomic molecule is defined as a molecule that lias at least one 
veal: force constant An example of this sort of molecule, as modeled here by CH/, 
is capable of bending through a linear state easily at room temperature The molecule 
ve studied, CM/, vas studied earlier by Secrest and Lee in a quantum mechanical 
manner.
The purpose of this project vas to change the co-ordinates to the 
generalised normal mode co-ordinates There are six of these co-ordinates, as 
compared to the eighteen cartesian co-ordinates Once tlie co-ordinate change vas 
made the Hamiltonian energy expression vas derived arid from this Hamiltonian the 
differentia] equations of motion vere derived
These differential equations vere then programmed into a computer, 
using the Fortran 77 language, in an attempt to numerically integrate the equations to 
find the trajectories involved in the motion of tins molecule Once the trajectories 
vere found they vere to be evaluated at numerous energies and plotted in order to 
determine the point at vhich chaotic belabour arises Hovevcr, due to time arid 
scheduling restrictions tlie trajectories vere neither computed nor plotted.
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Theoretical
Inacartesian co-ordinate system, a tnatomir molecule ha? rune degree? ol 
freedom three degree? for the co-ordinate? x/y and z, three degrees for translational 
motion, three degrees for rotational motion By svitchmg to a normal mode 
co-ordinate system this number can be brought dovn to only three degrees of 
freedom These degrees of freedom are for the vibrational mode displacement 
The change in co-ordinates is accomplished by defining the axis of 
rotation to be the y-axis Rotations about the other tvo axe? are defined to be zero 
All motions of the molecule are defined to be in the x-z plane The co-ordinate 




y. y,' -f Y
_z,. *; Z
Wliere
cosjj 0 - Sin [5
a 0 1 0
sin pi 0 cos|i
|3 denotes the angle about the y-axis The terms are defined as follovs x ,, etc are
the cartesian co-ordinates, £2 is the Euler angle matrix, x,', etc are the nev
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co-ordinates to be defined, and X, etc are the centre-of-mass co ordinates The nev
co-ordinates are defined as follovs:
V  - (m/2m)T]* zt,=-r,j‘'-(l /2)rj$+(na/2m)r),
Xj' = X,' Z j - r „ #+(l 12) T)t4(m/2m)T|>
vliere
mj= mass of hydrogen in arnu 
mj= mass of carbon in arnu
r j?c'=eqiulibriurnC-H bond distance (1 094 angstroms)
Tj#= asymmetric stretch displacement
T|,=symmetric stretch displacement 
Th=bend displacement
These values are then plugged into the above matrix equation The equations *hat
arise out of this matrix equation a re .
x,--= (cos|i )x,‘ -(snip )z,'+X
y rY
z,=(sin[J)x1'+(cos(5)z;+Z
The nev co-ordinates are then substituted into these equations and tlie first * ;
derivative is taken. This then gives the velocity equations ,
jq=(m,/2m1) T] >|i sin(i+(rnj/2m,) T] kcos|) - r, /[icosp
-(1 /2)T]s|icos[J+(l /2) T] *sinp -»(1712/2111!) TJ coc|3 
-(rn,/2nq)fysin|}+X #
- T| [^5sin[3 -'qkcorpS r|4icosJ5+T|ksin|5+X ^
Xj= (m,/2m, )t) i |is in p +(r%/2nij )T|\cosp+r, cos|i
4(1 /2)T)45cos|i-(l /2)Tj>sin[j4(m2/2m1)T)4icos|i 
-(nij/2ni,)f|,sin[UX
4
z, «= (m?/2iriI)r)l>j5 cosfi 4(m,/2m,) f |»sir<|5 - r, >#j5sm}5
-(1 «)TJ /2 )f|1co454(mi /2mi )f]45s>nji
4(m>/2iri1)f)»cos|i+Z<
^T l4*5cos^ntrin |iT l45si^ li.co45+ Z  
z3= -(mj/2m,)T|iP cosp4(ny 2m, )T) >siri}j 4 r , , j j  sin|j 
4(1 /2)r),jisin|5+(l /2) T) ,c os|J 4 (m; /2n\ )T] 45 $1 n|j 
+(ny2m,)rjlcos|}+Z
The Lagrangiamsthesum over all Up  particles of one-half the mass times the 
velocity equations squared
')'V(r)
The potential energy function vhichis added to the kinetic energy funtion to arrive at 
the complete Hamiltonian is of Up  form of a three dimensional harmonic oscillator 
viUi cross terms Uiat couple Uie symmetric stretch vith the asymmetric stretch and 
the bending vibration Tip full Hamiltonian is follovs
H-(P.J4P»?)/(2 |l)+ ((H ri,P r,n ^ ) }/mJ(ri>4 2 r)V P ,?/m1
45n,*4 AT],*4BTj/-aT|sT]/4br|.r|*J 
The terms used in Up  Hamiltonian are as follovs
Px= momenta conjugate to normal mode displacements Tlx,
1 » total angular momentum,
r= equilibrium bond distance (formerly referred to as r „ > l . 094 ang,
S= symmetric stretch force constant,
A* asymmetric stretch force constant,
B = bend force constant, 
a & b = cross term constants,
^reduced  mass in grammes (0.857)
The momenta expression: are derived from the Lagrangian as partial 
derivatives of the time derivative of the normal mode displacements
P,-dL/d^^((m 2, /2ml)+m4)(T]a-pT|i),




The force constants vere determiried from the energies calculated by
Secrest and Lee1. The energies reported vere
Symmetric stretch energy - 3001 62 cm'1
Asymmetric stretch energy *-■ 3271 20 cm 
Bend energy = 718 A cm-'
The force constants can be calculated by multiplying the energies by 2ftc to get the 
frequencies Tlie forep constants are then calculated from the frequencies by the 
expression
o)‘|i
The values of the force constants are :
S = 2 27 x 1 O'1 mdyne/ angstrom, 
k- 2 69x10'* mdyne/ angstrom,
B= 1 30 xl 0'1 rndyne/ angstrom
6
) (6 r\ k*+|i T]/ r\ ,11 k+T| ,1] k) a 2m, r, ?°(|3 + |5 T1,)
The differential equations of motion are then taken from this Hamiltonian 




^-dH /d t],= (2P>(l-ni,PKt]»Pa))/m1(t]i2 r)J)-2ATl,-i2atl)ri„ 
P,=*dH/drjj=(2(l-(ri,Pvt]>P»))?/rn(T|^2r)3) 2ST),+at],?- t 't |^ (
These equations vere then programmed in FORTRAN 77 on a VAX 
11 /780 The numerical integration vas done via tlie Euler method for numerical
integration A copy of the main program and subroutines is included as an 
appendix to this paper
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Appendix]
What follovs is the main program that vas to used for the calcuation of 
tlie trajectories of the motion of a C H / molecule The main program is called 
NETRAT, tlie energy calculation subroutine is called ENERGY, Uip numerical 
analysis subroutine is called E l’LER and tlie subroutine containing thp differential
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Notes
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